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ABS T R A.C T
The purpose of this report is the determination of the post-
buckling behavior of long rectangular plates subjected .to edge
compression.as they are used in stiffened plate panels. The behavior
investigated is the relationship between the average. applied edge
stress and the strain at the longitudinal edge. Of primary interest
here are steel plates having a bit ratio ranging from 60 to 100,
where b is the plate width and t is the thickness.
-1
Included in this report is the evaluation of existing theoretical
solutions, a discussion of existing experimental data, and a comparison
of the' theoretical and experimental results. The experimental work
discussed is not limited to steel or the bit ratios indicated above.
It was concluded that Koiter's theoretical equation adequately
describes the post-buckling behavior of simply supported plates with
bit ratios ranging from 60 to 100.
Conside.ration was also given to the effect of welding residual_
stresses on the ul~imate strength of the plate.
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1.1 N T R 0; DUCT ION
This report describes a study undertaken to obtain the load-
shortening relationship for long rectangular plates subjected to edge
compression in the longitudinal direction. This relationship is
intended to be used in the ultimate strength analysis of longitudinally
stiffened plate panels subjected to axial compression .and transverse
hydrostatic pressure.
It is quite possible for the relative dimensions of the plate and
stiffener to be such that buckling of the plate will occur before the
ultimate strength of the panel is developed. Thus, in order that the
ultimate strength be determined, the post-buckling behavior of the
plate must be known. This is the problem investigated in this report:
~he post-buckling behavior of long plates. The solution must, of course,
be ~pplicable to the appropriate boundary conditions.
The desired relationship is the average applied stress vs. the
axial strain at the longitudinal edge (load-shortening). This relation-
~hip is to be used as the effective stress-strain curve fer the plate
~t strains above the critical strain.
The buckling load of a simply supported rectangular plate subjected
to edge compression was given by Bryan in a paper published in 1891. (1)
At that time it was assumed that the buckling load· waS the highest load
a plate could carry. In 1930 conclusive experimental proof was
(2)presented by Schuman and Back to show that the ultimate load was
, .. '
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actually higher than ,the buckling load.
(3)
In the same yearSchnadel
-3
published a paper describing a theoretical investigation of the
post-buckling behavior of a simply supported rectangular plate. The
,
"
"effective width" concept was defined but was not ,determined.
In 1932 von Karman (4) published a the.oretical study of a simply
. supported rectangular plate.' 'Arelationship for the "effective width"
was developed. It is shown below:
(1)
•
•
where be is the effective width, <Jet.' is the buckling streng;th, and <J
e
is the axial stress at the longitudinal edges. As no mention was made
of Schnadel's work in von Karman's paper, it is possible that each
developed the effective width concept independently.
Since the workatSchnadel, von Karman, and Schuman and Back, more
rigorous theoretical solutions have been developed and more refined
experiments have been conducted. Much of this work is analyzed in
this report leading to the choice of a solution best describing the
behavior of a plate in a stiffened plate panel.
248.15
2. T HE OR E T I CA L
2.1 BACKGROUND
I N V E ~S T IGA T I O~ S
-4
•
•
The behavior of a unbuckled plate is described as follows. The
out-of-plane deflection w is zero. The relationship between the
app'lied stress and the edge strain is dependant upon the restraint
against in-plane displacement of the longitudinal edges. For the case
in which the edges are free to displace the relationship in 0 = E e
e
and for the case in which the edges are restrained from displacing the
, 2 -
relationship; = Eee/~-v )where a is the average applied edge stress,
e is" the axial s train at the longitudinal edges, E is Young's modulus,
e
and v is Poisson's ratio.
Once the plate has 'buckled, however, the behavior 'becomes much
more complicated. The magnitude of the out-of-plane deflection is such
that the small deflection ~quation ('il4 ~ = 0, 'il4 w = 0) are no longer
valid. Von Karman's large deflection equations must instead be used.
These partial, simultaneous, non-linear differential equations are:
4
'il 02
W )
" 2y
(2)
(3)
•
" '
I.
w:here D = Et3 /12(1-v2), w is' the out-of-plane deflection, and ~ is
Airy's stress function. The in-plane stress resultants are comp~ted
using equation (4).
248.15
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N t 2cp N = t~ N = t hx }i, y xy0" ,
°XOyY x
-5
(4)
N
x
and Ny are the normal membrane forces per unit width and Nxy is the
membrane shearing force per unit width.
The first large defle,ction e.quation expresses in-plane equilibrium
.and compatibility where cp identically satisfies the equilibrium eqations:
~Nx ~Nxy
0--+ =
Ox Oy
/oN oNxy
.. "::.J... + = 0
Oy Ox
The strain displacement
• 1 (~y°uE =x -+ -° 2·x
Ov 1 (~rE -+Y ~y 2
(Sa)
(5b)
relationships including second order termS are:
(6a)
(6b)
..
(6c)
•
where E and E are. the membrane strains in the x and y direction
x y
respectively, y is the membrane shear'ing strain, u is the displacement
xy
in the x direction, and v is the displacement in the y (see Fig. 1 for
the plate geometry and coordinate system) direction. The second large
deflection equation expresses" the out-of-plane equilibrium.
248.15
The inherent d{~ficulty in obtaining an exact solution of
Equations·,2·. and 3·· necessitates the formulation of approximate
solutions. In general an. approximate solution incorporates assumed
.functions for one or all of the three displacements u, v, w.. The
functions contain a number of arbitrary parameters and the solution
then involves the determination of these parameters.
The discussions of the theoretical solutions included in this
-6
•
...
I
'·, ,
..
chapter will describe the method used, the assumed or derived deflection
function, the imposed boundary conditions, consideration of secondary
buckling, and all the ~ssumptions made.
The followi~g is a brief explanation of some of the terms which are
used here .
Effective Width
be =(~e) b-the effective width represents the hypothetical width of
a plate subjected to a uniform stress· 0e (axial stress at the longitudi-
nal edge) ~hich would carry the same total load as the plate in question.
Load-Shortening
The term refers to the relationship .between the applied load and
the unit shortening of the plate in the direction of the load. The
unit shortening is equivalent to the axial longitudinal edge strain E
e
.
Given the effective width, the load-shortening relationship can be
(j __ (bbe) '(EE· e
cr
)expressed non-dimensionally as where E is the buckling
ocr cr
strain of a simply supported plate
",'
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Secondary Buckling
The expression secondary buckling refers to a change in the
-7
•
buckle pattern from n half waves to n + 1 half waves. It is associ-
ated with a rapid jump in either the strain or the load and must be
differentiated from the gradual modification of an existing deflection
mode.
2.2 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
In order that the theoretical solutions be applicable to the
stiffened plate problem, the boundary conditions used in the analysis
must agree with the probable conditions existing in a stiffened plate
panel. The following is a brief discussion of these probable boundary
conditions.
1) Out-of-plane deflection is equal to zero. Thus at the
four edges
w = 0
2) The edge moments are equal to zero. Thus, at the longi-
tudinal edge (see Fig, 1)
2
:y2- = 0
and at the transverse edge
2
~ = 0OX
With the longitudinal edges supported by'stiffeners
with small torsional resistance (such a~ T stiffeners),
the edge moments should approach zero. ijowever, for a
248.15
torsionally rigid stiffener. the end moments could
approach a condition of fixed support. Considering
the stiffeners presently used in ship construction,
it is more probable that the edge moments may be
assumed to equal zero.
3) Restraint against normal in-plane displacement of the
longitudinal edges is zero and thus the edges are allowed
-8
free expansion. However, the displacement does not
•
vary along the length and, thus, the edges must remain
straight. Thus, at the longitudinal edges.
aJ (Jy dx = 0
o
and ~ = 0
OX
where (J is the m~mbrane stress in the y direction and
y
a is the length of the plate.
Because of the interaction between adjoining panels
and the interaction between the stiffener and the plate,
it is highly probable that the longitudinal edges are
force4 to remain straight. The restraint against displace-
ment is much less readily determined. The majority of
investigators have assumed zero restraint against in-plane
diaplacement and the same assumption is made here.
Fortunately, restraint against in-plane displacement
•248.15
affects primarily the buckling load and has only a small
-9
effect on the post-buckling behavior and
strength of the plate.
ultimate
4) The normal in-plane displacement of the transverse edge
does not vary with respect to the width and must remain
straight. Thus at the transverse edges
~ a
oy
5) The shearing stress is zero at the longitudinal edge.
Together with the above statement that ov/ox = O,the
condition
..
~
oy
a
..
will satisfy the zero shearing stress requirement .
The actual stress condition at the longitudinal
edge is quite difficult to determine. For a multi-bay
panel without stiffeners (such as that shown in Fig. "5),
there are no shearing stresses at the longitudinal edge
of each bay. The axial strain in this case would vary
along the edge. For a homogeneous column such as the
stiffener alone, the axial strain would be constant .
. In a stiffened panel where the two are joined together
the actual condition must fall somewhere between the two
condfiions stated above. For a given plate size, the
smaller the stiffener the closer the condition of a zero
248.15
shearing stress and a variable strain is appraoched.
However, if the stiffener is very large a condition of
constant.strain is approached and thus shearing stresses
are present. The majority of investigators have assumed
the condition of zero shearing stresses.
6) The shearing stress is zero at the transverse edge.
Thus, at the transverse edge
o
2.3 'MARGUERRE
Procedure
..
•
Marguerre obtains
initially flat, square
the post-buckling behavior of an elastic,
(5 )
plate. The method of solution incorporates
t·
von Karman's large deflection equations and the principle of minimum
potential energy. A function containing three arbitrary constants is
assumed for w after which a solution is obtained for ~ from the first
large deflectio~ equaiicin (Eq~ 2); The total strain energy is then
minimized with respect to the constants, thus resulting in a relation-
ship between the constants and the applied load.
Marguerre imposed the following boundary conditions:
l)w (t b/2,y) = w (X,t biZ) = 0
Thus the edges must remain in the origina~ plane of·
the plate (the coordinate system orignates at the
center of the plate).
·.
248.15
2)
-11
~ ?
B-W + ;'-2 +aYT (X,_ b/2) = OX (_ b/2,y) = 0
Thus, the edge moments are zero.
of x. Thus, the edges are constrained to remain straight .... .
3)
4)
u (~ b/2,y) is independent of y; v
bj2
S +cr (x, b/2) dx = 0
. -b/2Y
+(x,_ b/2) is independent
'.
5)
:The longitudinal edges are thus free to expand as a
straight line.
~ (x, ~ b/2) = ~("±" b/2,y) = 0oy ,ox, '
Combining conditions (3) and(5) requires the shearing
stress at the edge to be zero.
Marguerre's deflection function is:
~\. ,
w = f cos nx cos ~
1 b b f cos 3n x cos !!y + c f 3 cos 3nx3 b b J.)
.cos
3ny
b
(7)
where f l , f 3 , and c are unknown constants. The three term trigonometric
series was intended to approximate the shape of a plate in which additi-
onal buckles have formed near the longitudinal edges. Marguerre states
that "intertneqiate buckling must ,form near the edges since the edge
strips like the whole plate must split into square panels." He noted
(6)
that this phenomenon had been observed by Lahde. The assumed function
also allows transverse flattening to take'place. The amount of flattening
is dependent upon c and f .
3
..
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After substituting the _above function into Eq. 2, this equation
can be solved for~. As ~ and ware both known the total stress
energy can be computed as a function of the unknown constants.
Differentiition Df the total strain energy with respect to f l , fj'
and c leads to _three simultaneous equations. Because of the
complexity of these equations Marguerre chose to use the eQ4ations
=. 0 ~ -= 0 (U is the total strain energy) and determine
of3
by trial and error the value of c yielding the lowest load capacity of
the plate .. C was determined to be 1/2.
The resulting equations relating average stress and edge strain
.are:
.. E -E 2
e cr
E e -t cr
E - 4.02E
e cr
4 - 6Z + 18.6Z 2 E f (Z)
=4 - 3Z + 31.8Z 2 2
2
11.25 . - 3Z + 31.8 Z
31.8 - liz ... ·350 Z2
(8a)
(8b)
where Z = f 3/f l · The effective width based on the above equa tions is :
be Ecr 1 f(Z) (1 - E Cr ) (9)
b = -_. + '2Ee Ee
Marguerre refers to the above equation as an "exact" one. As·
an approximation for it he suggests using the following equation:
•
+ 0.19
(10)
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A second approximate equation proposed by Marguerre is:
-13
b
e
b
(11)
Equation 11 will be used in this report as it gives a better approxi-
mation'of the "exact" formula in the range 1 < E IE < 20.
- e cr
In .addition to his "exact" solution, Marguerre has obtained a
second solution for the affective width using an inexact method in which
he assumes that ~ = O. If Poisson's ratio is then assumed to be zero,
xy
the strain energy computation is greatly simplified. At E IE . = 20
e cr
.,.;
the inexact method gives a value of ala approximately 12 per~ent less
cr
than the "exact" method.
Discussion
Marguerre calls his method of solution a "mixed method" as both
the principle of minimum potential energy and the large deflection
equations were used to obtain the solution. Had minimum energy
principles alone been used, the solution would be an upper bound in
that for a given strain the predicted load capacity would be greater
than' or equal to that given by an exact solution. However, with the
use of the "mixed method" this is not necessarily the case. According
to van der Neut, the "mixed method" would give an upper bound solution
if the solution or Eq. 2 based on the assumed deflection function is
(7)
exact. In Marguerre1s report the calculations involved in obtaining
the "exact" solution are not included, making it impossible to determine
absolutely that the solution is an upper bound.
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One of the important factors determinjng the accuracy of Marguerre IS
solution is the adequacy of the three term cosine series to approximate
the deflected shape of the plate. The close agreement between
Marguerre's solution and Levy's solution (see Sec. 2.4) in which six
terms were used indicates that the three term series is guite adequate.
The function chosen by Margu~rre limits the longitudinal wave
pattern to a single half-wave mode, a three half-wave mode, or a
combination of the two. The shape developed in the solution is a
sing1e'ha1f-wave modified by the three half-wave mode. At E IE = 20,
e cr
f 3 = 0.23 f 1 showing the first term to be the dominant term. Only at
a very high load would the three half-wave mode dominate the first mode.
Thus, secondary buckling as defined in ,Section 2.1 is not included in
Marguerre's solution. Only the first equilibrium mode is investigated.
As secondary buckling constitutes a most important factor in a
comparison of ·the solutions, it will be further discussed in Sections
2.4 and 2.5.
2.4 LEVY,
Procedure
(8)
Levy develops the elastic behavior of a rectangular plate
subjected to normal pressure and edge compression based on the large
deflection theory as defined by von Karman's equations (Eqs. 2 and 3).
The deflected shape w is represente<;l by,a Fourier series. A solution
for ~ is then obtained from the first large deflection e~uation
(Eq. 2). The relationship between the deflection coefficient and the
•248.15
normal pressure is determined by substituting ~ and w into Eq. 3.
The relationship thus developed is for a rectangular plate
subjected to both normal pressure and edge compression. Using this
relationship but incorporating only a finite number of terms of the
Fourier series, solutions are obtained for various combinations of
-15
plate aspect ratio (a/b) and loading. One of the cases investigated
was a square plate subjected only to uniaxial edge compression.
This case will be discussed here.
The imposed boundary conditions are:
1) w (o,y) = w (b,y) = w (x,o) = w (x,b) = 0
(The coordinate system originates at the intersection
of the edges)
.,
2) 2 2~ (o,y) = ~ (b,y)
OX OX ...
2
~oy (x,o) 0
22 (x,b)oy o
udx is independent of y
o
J' b vdy is independent of x
o
Thus the edges ,are constrained to remain straight.
\
4) J' b cr (x,o) dxy .
o
b
=f:
I
o
cr (x, b) dx :;= 0
y
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5) ~xy (o,y) = ~xy (b,y) = Txi (x,o) = ~xy (x,b) = 0
*The shear is zero along the edges
(12)n=lm=l
The Fourier series:
w =t r·w sinmnx sin !lI!l
m,n b b
satisfies the firs~ and second boundary conditions. After
Eq. 2, ~ is determined as
bp, q cos PTIX xos gny
b b
(13
where bp, q = E
4(p2+q2)
(B + .. , + B ).
1 9
Each "B" is a function of the deflection coefficients expre~sed
as a double summation.
Since the edges must remain straight (thitd boundary condition)
: \
the total shortening in the x direction must be independent of y and
. "
the total shortening in the y direction must be independent of x.
Integrating uover the length of the plate one obtains
;,,'
"'"
GO
b .-
= t~x - l~)Jx= .ab 2II m2.j 1 TT 2 (14)udx - 2 OX E 8b w
m=( n;(
m,n
,0 o·
Equation 14 shows the total shortening to be independent of y and also
'. gives the relationship between the shortening, the ed.ge stress, and
the deflection coefficients. A similar result was obtained for the
y direction.
* Levy does not state this as a boundary condit~n; however, the
computed stress function satisfies this condition.
r
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The relationship between the Fourier coefficients for the normal
pressure (which are known) and the unknown deflection coefficients is
determined by substituting the expressions for w and ~ into the
second large deflection equation. This relationship is:
2 2 2 2 2 2pr ,s = D wr,s (r TI +s TT )- 0' t w r I!.....
b 2
r,s 2
a
+ tTT4 ( Gl
+
... + G9)4b4
(15)
•
,.
•
where pr,s is the normal pressure coefficient and each "G" is a
function of the deflection coefficients expressed as a series.
Equation 15 thus represents an infinite family of cubic equations
with an infinite number of unknowns.
Of the infinite number of terms of the Fourier series, six terms
were used to determine the post-buckling behavior of a square plate
(wl,l, wl ,3, w3 ,1, w3,3, wl,5, w5 ,1)' The first six equations of the
family represented by Eq. 15 that did not result in 0 = 0 were
selected and the series were expanded to give the six coefficients.
The equations were solved by ~ method of successive approximations for
sixteen ,values of 0/0' ranging up to 5.95.
cr
Discussion
In order to check the accuracy of the six term approximation, Levy
computed the effective width using two term, three term, and fopr term
approximations for the deflection function. The four term approximation
gave the same value to three places as did the six term approximation.
•..
248.15
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•
Thus, the six term approximation is completely adequate for describing
the load-shortening behavior.
As is the case in Marguerre's solution, the deflected shape
developed in Levy's solution is a single half-wave modified by higher
harmonics, At E IE =13 w = 0.20 w where w is the second
e cr '3,1 1,1 3,1
. largest term. Levy has thus developed a very accurate description of
the first equilibrium mode.
The simultaneous equations from which the solution is obtained are
cubic and thus yield three solutions for each coefficient. According
. to Levy the method of successive approximation will yield a solution
corresponding to stable equilibrium. The validity of the above
statement is questionable as th~re would seem to be no reason for the
method to seek a position of stable rather than an unstable equilibrium.
i
The mode upon which the solution converges will depend upon the arbi-
trary values of the coefficients which are selected to begin the
iteration,.,
Even if the validity of Levy's statement is accepted, it would not
necessarily apply to plates that are not square. The second equilibr:rum
mode for a sBuare plate is two half-waves of length 1/2 b. For a plate
of aspect ratio ,four, the equilibrium mode closest to the original
buckling mode is five half-waves of length 4/5 b. The mode for which
the ~ave length is i/2 b is the fourth equilibrium mode. It is thus
much less likely that secondary buckling would be delayed up to
248.15
E IE
e cr
16.65 as is indicated by Levy for a square plate.
-19
•
•
The close agreement between Marguerre's and Levy's solutions
(see Fig. 8) gives much support to the use of Marguerre's approximate
equation as a design equation under the assumption that secondary
buckling does not occur. As is indicated above this assumption might
be adequate for plates of low aspect ratio. However, it is much less
likely that it can be applied to plates ~f high aspect ratio as used
in stiffened plating.
2.5 STEIN
Procedure
Stein's solution is for an elastic, initially flat, rectangular
plate. (9). Stein expands the displacements u, v, arid w in power series
in terms of an arbitrary parameter. Using the strain.displacement
relationships of large deflection plate theory (Eq. 6) and the
elasticity equations, the stresses can be related to the displacement
series. As the stresses and strains are derived from, assumed displace-
ment functions, the compatibility requirements are automatically
satisfied. The in-plane equilibrium equations (Eq. 5) and the second
large deflection equation must"however, still be satisfied. Substi-
tuting the stresses into Eqs. 3 and 5 and equating coefficients of like
powers of the arbitrary parameter results in an infinite set of linear
differential equations. Stein obtains the first approximation by
utilizing the first four equations. The second approximation he
computes by using the first six equations.
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Included in the same report is the post-buckling analysis of a
fl 1 b d . f . (9)at pate su jecte to a un~ orm temperature r~se.
Stein imposed the following boundary conditions:
1) w (o,y) = w (a,y) = w (x,o) = w (x,b) = 0
(The coordinate system orignates at the intersection of
the edges).
2) 2 2~(o,y) =~ (a,y) =
OX OX
2
~0Y
(X,o) 2= ~ (x,b)
oY
o
•
·.
3) ~ (o,y) = ~ (a,y) = ~ (x,o) = ~ (x,b) = 0
oY 0Y 0x 0x
a a
4) r (x,o)dx = r (x,b) dx 00y 0 =J Y0 0
5) ~ (o,y) = .QY (a,y) ~ (x,o) = ~ (x,b) = 0
0x 0x oy oY
Displacements u, v, and ware assumed to be in the form of the
following series:
<:lid
L (n). n (0) (2) 2 (4) 4u = u E = u + u E + u E + . , .
n=0,2
(16a)
•
v =
w
coo
L (n) n (16b)v E
n=0,2
~
L (n) n (16c)w E
n=1,3
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where E is an arbitrary parameter and (n) is a superscript. Utilizing
the strain displacement relationships and the elasticity equations,
the stresses can be expressed as follows:
00 cO <:lOL (n) n L L (m,n) m+nN = N E + N EX
n=1,3 x m=1,3 n=l 3 x, .
(n)
.' Et ( (n) (n)~ . \) ~where N 1_\)2 +.x OX 0",:,' oy
(17)
. (n,m)
N
x
~(n)
OX +
\) ~(m)
oy
iY!!.(n)')
oy
•
Similar results were obtained for Nand Ny xy
Substitution of the 'stresses into Eqs. 2.) andi4 results in three
infinite series each being equal to zero. For these equations to be
satisfied, the coefficient of each term must be equal to zero. Thus,
an infinite set of differential equations is produced. As an example,
the ~quations shown below are produced by setting the coefficients of
o
E equal to zero.
ON (0)
oNxy
(0)
~ + 0
ox oy
N (0)
oNxy
(0)
~ +
Oy Ox
(18a)
(18b)
4 (1)
D V w
(
(0) 2 (1)
,Nx ~OX
(0)
+ Ny
2 (1)
~y~ (0) 2(1)+ 2Nxy ~ = 0 (18c)oXOy
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Thus, substituting Eq. 17 into the above equations, the differential
equations can be solved for the displacement coefficients. An exact
solution of the problem would involve solving the entire set of
equations. This is of course impossible. To obtain his second
approximation Stein uses the first six equations obtaining values
,
f (0) (2) (4) (0) (2) ,(4)or u , u , u , v , v ., v (1) (3)w' , and w
the
the
The above displ~cements are functions of p(o), p(2), p(4), where
total edge load P = L p(n) En and p(o) was determined from
n=O,2
solution of Eq. 18 to be equal to P where P is the buckling
cr cr
n
E .
(n)
P
n=O,2
Stein chose to express the~
}thus, P = P
cr
load of a simply supported plate.
arbitrary parameter 2
P-Pcr
as E ---Pcr
Therefore, p(2) P
cr
(n)
°
4• P n ~
The approximate solution is thus complete.
The resulting deflection function
. . J2
°S1.n mnx S1.n nny +
a b
(3 )
w
31
2tJ
(
2 ). _ 2tJ + J w3
1.S w - V3 (1-.})
sin3mnx sin nny
a b
2 (3)
+ J w
13
2tJ sin mnx sin 3 nny
Y:3(1-.}) a b (19)
•
2 2 2 ~~) 2where J = ~ Ph (S +
-2
Dn
4 4
S + n
S = mb/a
•248.15
4 ,(3) 4(3)
3 ~ w13 + n w3l
w 2 ~4 +n43
(3) 4w 8
13 (~ 2 2 2- 2 2)2+ 9n) (~ + n
(3 ) 4
w
=
n
31 (~~2 + h2)2:9(~ 2 + n 2)2
The load-shortening relationship is given by
-23
(20)
and the effective width relationship is
be = ~/ocr
b -"" 2 2 4 2q
J a+ + J w ~ocr 2 3
.D is cus s ion
(21)
..
As can be seen in Fig. 7 Stein's solution gives a much lower load
capacity for a plate than does Levy's or Marguerre's (Stein's solution
was plotted for a plate of aspect nado four). The reason for this
difference in predicted load capacity is the inclusion of secondary
buckling in Stein's solution.
The deflection function w derived by Stein contains the undetermin-
ing quantities m and n which represent the number of half-waves in the
longitudinal and transverse directions, respectively .. Each combination
of m and n represents a deflected position for which the plate is in
equilibrium. The load'shortening behavior is of course also dependent
Fig. 7)
•
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uponm and n. If it can be assumed that the plate will deform in such
a manner that the load is a minimum then secondary buckling will occur
at the intersection of the equilibrium curves. The assumption that
the lowest load represents the correct load, however, is not necessarily
correct.
Stein has analyzed the post-buckling behavior of a column composed
of three rigid bars connected by torsional springs and transversely
(10)
restrained by three non-linear springs (see Fig. 6). Various ratios
of k l and k 2 were considered. According to Stein the behavior of the
colum~ is analogous to the behavior of a plate in the post-buckled state.
The possible deflection modes for the column consist of a symmet-
rical mode, an anti-symmetrical mode, and a mode which is neither
symmetri~al nor anti-symmetrical. The column would initially buckle
into the symmetrical mode. At some point beyond this first buckling
load the equilibrium curve for the symmetrical mode will intersect
with that for the anti-symmetrical mode, (point A in Fig. 7).
Stein has examined the stability of the symmetrical mode and has
shown that the instability will occur at a load in excess of the
load given by the intersection of the equilibrium curves (point B in
Depending upon the ratio of k and k , the instability can
12·
occur shortly after the intersection of the equilibrium curves or can
occur at a much higher load. At the point of instability the transition
from the symmetrical mode to the anti-symmetrical mode will take place
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at a constant load if the loading is being controlled or at a constant
strain if the strain is being controlled. It is also possible that a
stable equilibrium path (nei,ther symmetrical nor anti-symmetrical)
exists between the two modes (dashed line in Fig. 7).
A qualitative description of the behavior bf a plate can be based
on the analysis of the column. Unfortunately, a quantitative descri-
ption is as yet not available. To date, no mathematical analysis of
plate stability in the post~buckling region has been published.
If instability of the equilibrium occurs shortly after the
intersection of the equilibrium curves then Stein's solution should
more cQosely describe the post-buckling behavior then the solutions
of Marguerre or Levy. If, however 1 a large delay occurs between the
point of the instability and the intersection of the equilibrium
. curves, Stein's solution could give misleading results. in addition,
for Stein's solution to accurately describe. the behavior of a plate,
se~ondary buckling must occur not once but each time the equilibrium
curves intersect.
In order for Stein's solution to predict the behavior of a plate
in which secondary buckling does occur, the solution must accurately
describe the various equilibrium modes. In general there is no way
of checking this; however, Stein's solution for the first mode
(m, n = 1 for a square plate) can be compared to Levy's solution.
Stein's solution gives a higher lo~d capacity and for E IE = 14
e cr
·•
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approximation it consisted of three terms.
•
..
the difference is approximately 10 percent, indicating only modera~e
accuracy. It is difficult to draw any conclusions from this as to
the accuracy of the solutions for the higher modes. Even though
Stein's solution for the first mode is an upper bound to Levy's
essentially exact solution, it can not be concluded that Stein has
developed an upper bound solution for~the post-buckling behavior in
which secondary buckling occurs~
To obtain an id¢a of the convergence of his solution, Stein
compared his first and second approximations. In the first approximation
the function developed for w was a simple sine term and in the second
At E IE = 6 the first
e cr
approximation gives an average stress approximately 10 percent greater·
than the second approximation which hardly indicates convergence. It
is possible that solution of additional.differential equations of the
~eries which would yield higher harmonics would increase the accuracy
of the solution such that the behavior in the first mode would agree
with that given by Levy's solution.
2.6 KOlTER
Procedure
Koiter's solution is for an infinitely long, initially flat, elastic
(11)
plate. To obtain a solution functions were assumed for the three
displacements u, v, and w. The total strain energy computed from the
assumed displacements was minimized thus determing the displacements .
. Solutions were obtained for plates having the three possible rotational
248.15
restraint conditions at the longi.tudina1 edges) that is ,. zero edge
moments, elastic restraint, and a fully clamped condition.
The following boundary conditions are applicable in each case:
-27
1) ~ (x,o) =
. OX
~ (x,b) = 0
OX
•
\.
The longitudinal edges are thus constrained to remain
straight (the y coordinate originates at the edge of
the plate).
L CX, -oj l- (.x:. ,b)2). S Jo0 (.o.:;-y-) dx - (~b,y) dx = 0y ,y
0 0
where L is the length of the longitudinal half-wave.
For the case in which the edge moments are zero, Koiter has
obtained five different solutions each corresponding to a different
set of displacement functions. Since the solutions are based on energy
p~inciples, the predicted load capacity will approach from above that
given by an exact solution and the lowest solution is thus the most
nearly correct one. This lowest solution will be discussed here.
A sketch of the transverse out-of-plane deflection profile is
shown in Fig. 2. It is composed of two quarter sine waves and a flat
portion in the middle.
For 0 < Y . < 1/2 a b
w = f sin nx sin TIl
L. abo
(22i:l)
·f
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u = - Ee x - ni sin 2nx sin2 I!Y8L L a b
vo(y) rrf 2 .2 sin 2rryv - - Sl.n nx
Bab L ab
For 1/2 ab < y < (l -l/Za)b
w = f sin nx
L
2
u = -. E . X - rrf .s in 2nx
e 8L L
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(22b)
(22c)
(23a)
(23b)
v = (23c)
.'
For loads jus t above the buckling load a is equal to 1.0 and the
transverse shape is a single half-wave. The longitudinal shape is a
sine wave .
For the above displacement functions ~ is identically zero
xy
throughout the entire plate. Thus an implied boundary condition is
that ~ is zero at the longitudinal edges.
xy
Parameters f, L, and a are undetermined--parameter f is the maximum
amplitude of the wave, a determines the length of the flat portion, and
L is the longitudinal half-wave length.
.func t ions.
v (y) and v (y) are undetermined
o 1
It
To obtain the solution, the integral for the total potential must
be minimized with respect to f, ex, L, v (y), and v (y). According to:
o 1
Koiter the total potential will be a minimum with respect to the unknown
functions if the ,portion of E which is independent of x is equal toy
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- ~ E . The abowe fact combined with the direct differentiation of
x
the total strain energy with respect to f, a, and L will give the
solution.
For the case of clamped longitudinal edges Koiter has obtained
two solutions. The solution giving the lowest load capacity for the
plate is discussed here.
For 0 < y < 1/6 a b
w = 1/3 f (1 cos 3TIY) sin~
. ab L
(24a)
2
(;8
u =-E x - TIf 1 cos1.IIY. + _1_ cos 6T1J') sin 2TIx
e L 36 ab 144 ab L
v = v (y) + nf
2
( 1 sin 3TIY 1 sin 6T1J')eos 2TIx
o a b 24 ab 48 a b L
(24b)
(24c)
(25c)
(25b)
(25a)
- ..l.. sin 3TIYJ sin .2TIx
36 ab . L
cos '!:..!!Yl cos 2nx
ab J L
1/6 ab <y < 1/2 ab
w = f ri.+ .'!:..' sin (lTIY II)~ ~in TIX
~ 3' Zab 4 'J L
u = E x ~[..l.. +..l.. sin (~!!Y -II)
e L 24 18 2 ab 4
v ~ vI (y) + ~([2~ cos ( ~ ~ - ~) - i4
For
J • For 1/2 ab < y < (1 - 1/2 a) b
w = f sin TIX
L
(26a)
.
2
u =-E:X - ni- sin 2TIx
e 8L L
(26b)
v = - E Y2 (26c)
,/
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L, a, f, and €2 are undetermined parameters and V o and v l are
undetermined functions. The out-of-planedeflection w in the region
-30
o '< y < 1/2 ab was chosen ,such that for a= 1 it approximates a cosine
curve which is the buckled shape for a plate with clamped edges. As
in the case for zero edge moments ~ is identically zero throughout
xy
the plate.
One of the most interesting and important conclusions of Koiter's
work is that the effective width is nearly independent of the rotational
restraint at the longitudinal edges. The maximum difference between
the solutions for a clamped,plate and a plate with zero edge moments is
3 percent. The sOLution for an elastically restrained plate falls
between the two solutions as would be expected. Koiter thus proposed
that the following'equation be used for all three cases:
'2/5 4/5 (6/5betb= 1.2 (::r) - 0.65 (::r) + 0.45 ::r) (27)
..
In the range 1 < € /E < 100 the maximum difference between the above
e Cr
equation and the solution for the case of zero edge moments is 1.5
percent.
,Discuss ion
One of the undetermined parameters in Koiter's solution is L, the
half-wave length in the longitudinal direction. L is thus determined
as a continuous function of the applied load. As the load increases the
wave length decreases. This, however, will not be the case for a finite
plate. The wave length will be able to change only at finite load
..
•
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intervals. .This is the phenomenon described p·r.evious ly as secondary
buckling. Koiter and Stein are thus essentially solving the same
problem of the post-buckling behavior of a plate in which secondary
buckling is assumed to occur .
. Stein's solution as applied to a long plate should agree with
Koiter's solution. As can he seen in Fig. 8 this is not the case
since Koiter's solution lies approximately half way between Marguerre's
and Stein I s solutions. Since Koiter employed energy principle, his
solution is an upper bound to an exact solution; however, Stein's
solution is not necessarily an upper bound. Thus, it is impossible to
determine which solution is more exact .
The difference in the two solutions might possible be explained
by Koiter's use of a relatively crude shape for the deflection w. The
use of a more refined shape in the transverse directionwbuld probably
have lowered the curve. If higher harmonies had been added to the
longitudinal wave the curve would have again been lowered. It is,
..:::=
however, impossible to determine how close Koiter's solution would then ..
be to Stein's solution.
It thus appears that no definite conclusion can be drawn as to
which solution best describes the behavior of a plate in which secondary
buckling occurs .
248.15
2.7 RU, LUNDQUIST, AND BATDORF
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Ru,
behavior
Lunpqu{st, and Batdorf determined the elastic post-buckling
f 1" h' ... 1 d . . f f 1 t (12)oa square p ate av~ng ~n~t~a ev~at~ons rom a ness.
Both the initial deviations and the deflected shape are represented
by Fourier series. The method employed to obtain the undetermined
coefficients is the same as that used by Levy. The simultaneous
equations for the coefficients are developed for a rectangular plate
subjected to edge compression and normal pressure. For the specific
case of a square plate under uniaxial edge compression, the developed
relationships are employed using a finite number of terms of the
Fourier series.
The boundary conditions are the same as those imposed by Levy,
that is,
1) The edges must remain in the original plane of the plate
2) The edge moments are zero
3) The edges must remain straight
4) ,Free expansion at the longitudinal edges
5) Zero shearing stresses at the edges.
The assumed deflection function is
w = t '2 L "m n sin ronx sin nny
m=l n=l' b b
where Kc_ is an undetermined coefficient.
m,n
(28)
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At zero load ~ r KOw = t L sin mnx sin nny0 M:;::l n=l m,n b b
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(29)
For the solution to the post buckling behavior of a square plate, the
coefficients K , Kl ,3 ' K3 l' K3 3' K and K were used. The1,1 , , 1,5 5,1
initial deflection was approximated by
w = t KO sin TTX sin I!Y+ t K sin 3nx sin I!Y (30)0 1,1 b b 03 1 b b,
Various combinations of K . and K were employed as shown below.
01 ,1 03,1
K 0 0.01 0.04 0.10 0 .0;04
01 ,1
K 0 0 0 0 0.01 0.0103,1
o
•
The load shortening plots presented by the authors show the assumed
deviations to:have only a slight effect on the behavior of the plate .
They conclude that the effect of initial deviation from flatness is
felt mainly near and-at the theoretical flat plate buckling load. For
stresses well above and below this point the effect should be negligible.
The greatest reduction-in load was caused by the combination of
= 0 which represents an initial deviation fromKOl,l = 0.1 and KO3,1
flatness of 10 percent of the thickness. At the theoretical critical
strain the average stress was reduced by 10 percent. However, at
EeIE cr
2 the reduction was only 4 percent. The behavior before
buckling corresponded closely to the flat plate behavior.
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The applicability of the above conclusions to actual plates will
depen~ upon whether the initial deviations fall within the range
considered by the authors. Initial deviations considerably higher
thep 10 percent of the thickness could have an appreciable effect on .
the load-shortening behavior. Of the experimental investigations
(13,14)
included in this report, only Ojalvo and Hull took measurements
for initial out-of-flatness. The correlation between the results of
:
these tests and the predictions of Hu, Lundquist, and Batdorf is
discussed in Section 3.4.
2.8 ADDITIONAL THEORETICAL SOLUTIONS
The papers of Marguerre, Levy, Stein, and Koiter are rigorous
investigations of the post-buckling behavior of elastic flat plates .
.,
Other less rigorous s6lutions h~ve been developed. Some of these are
briefly described here.
1.
(3 )
Schnadel
Schnadel imposes the same boundary conditions and uses the same
method that Marguerre employed. His assumed deflection function is
w =fl sin nx sin TIl + f 3 sin ~ sin 3nya b a b
In the derived stress function the terms con:tributing to the shear are
neglected. Thus, T is assumed to be equal to zero.
xy
•
•
Two simultaneous non-linear algebraic equations describangthe
equilibrium are obtained by imposing the condition of minimum total
strainepergy. Schnadel suggests solving these equations by an
•248.15
iterative method, however, the procedure was not demonstrated in his
report.
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2.
(4)
von Karman
As noted in the introduction von Karman was one of the first to
investigate the post~buckling behavior of a rectangular plate. His
analysis is rather crude as many assumptions were made.
A flat center portion bounded by the quarter sine waves (same as
shape used by Koiter) was chosen for the transverse shape. It was then
assumed that the eqge strips carried the entire load distributed uniformly.
The flat portion was thus neglected in the computations and the deflection
..
function reduced to the following:
w = f sin TIX .sin ~
L b
e
(32)
Assuming that a ~ = 0 and that the assumed uniform stress isy' xy
equal to 0e' 0e wa~ computed from the first large deflection equation
(Eq. 2). The stress was then minimized with respect to the half-wave
length L. The resulting effective width formula is given by Eq. 1.
von Karman's solution gives a lower load capacity then the
solution shown in Fig. 8. This is not surprising considering the
number of assumptions made. As a was assumed to be equal to zero,
y
the longitudinal edges are not constrained to remain.straight and thus.
one of the boundary conditions proposed in Section 2.2 is not
satisfied. This would lower the predicted load capacity of the plate.
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3.
(15)
Cox
'--
Cox employed minimum energy principles. His assumed deflection
function is the, same as that used by Koiter consisting of a flat
center portion bounded by sine waves in the transverse direction and
a sine wave in the longitudinal direction. The length of the longi-
rudin~l wave was assumed to be equal to that at buckling and did not
vary in the post-buckling range as in Koiter's theory.
Cox assumed that both ~ and cr were equal to zero. His solution
xy y
is thus not. necessarily an upper bound to an exact solution. The
assumption ·thaXcr = 0 implies ,that the longitudinal edges are not
y
forced to remain straight.
The effective width was determined to be
•
b .
e =
b
0.09 (33)
Equation 33 will give a load~shortening curve which lies between
,Stein's and Koiter's solutions.
4.
(16)
Bengston ,
Benston also employed minimum energy principles. Assuming a
•
sinusoidal deflection function of non-variable wave length, ~ was
determined from Eq. 2 after which u and v were computed .
Bengston imposed the condition of constant axial strain at the
longitudinal edges. As the function ,determined for uand v did not
satisfy this boundary condition, they were modified to do so. The
248 .. 15
total potential was then computed using the assumed deflection
function and the modified functions for u and v. The resulting
effective width equation is
-37
b
~
b
0.483 + 0.517 (::r) (34)
;Since a simple sinusoidal function can describe the actual
deflected shape only near .the buckling load, Eq. 34 is applicable only
for loads near the buckling loads.To extend the formula to higher
loads, Benston assumed that at nine ·times the critical strain the
highly ~tressed edge strips would buckle into square panels as did
the plate at first buckling. The new effective width would then be
..
the effective wi9th of the edge strips. Thus for € > 9 €
e cr
An envelope curve for Eqs. 34 and 35 falls approximately 7 percent
below Levy's solution.
5.
(17)
Boley
Boley's solution should not be considered any less rigorous than
"
the solutions of Marguerre, Levy, Stein, or Koiter; however, as it is
not considered in detail it is included in this section.
The,method employed involves successive solutions of Eqs. 2 and 3
in which the non-linear terms (right hand sides of both equations) are
replaced by previously derived functions. The boundary conditions are
the same as those employed bi.Marguerre.
248.15
The first step in the solution was the selection of an initial
deflection function:
-38
.·
w = f cos mnx cos nnY (36)
1 a b
where m and n, correspond to the half-wave lengths at buckling. Substi-
tuting wl into Eq. 2, a solution was determined for ~l' ~l and wl were
thensubstitut~d into Eq. 3 and a new deflection function, w2 ' was
derived. The process was repeated once more as w2 was substituted
into Eq. 2 and a new stress function was determined. Two simultaneous
equations were thus developed relating cr and b and were solvede '. e
numerically yielding a solution for the effective width. The resulting
curve agreed quite well with the solutions of Levy and Marguerre .
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3. E XPE RIMEN T 'A L IN V'ES TI G A TIC 'N S
3.1 GENERAL
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. Theexperimentalworkincluded·is this chapter covers tests of
.rectangular plates subjected to edge compression in one direction. The
disc\lssions con'sider primarily, the boundary conditions provided by,the
test'jigs,theoccurenceornon-occurenceof secondarybuckling,and the
,agreement: between the 'test results and the theoretical solutions. A
summary of the experimenta 1 work is giveninTab Ie 1.
. 3. 2 .,SCHUMAN AND BACK
In 1930.Schumanand Back conducted tests on plates of dura lumin ,
stainless steel, monel metal, and nickel(2) • The thickness attheplate;s
'varied from 0.015 in. ,to 0.095 in. and the bit 'ratio varied from 42
. , to 1600. The aspect ratio 'ranged from 1.0 to ,6.0.
The results shown in Fig. 9 are for tests of duralumin, andmone 1
,metal plates. The larges t-b/t -ratio is 196 .
A schematicdtagramof the test jig is shown in Fig. 3. The
'longitudinal edges of the'plateare supported by 45. degree V-grooves.
,The -loading edges were compressed ·flatend.
The ultimate load was recorded for each'plate. However, no
'measurements were 'taken'forthe-shorteningat the 'ultimate load or
.at any intermediate loads. Measurements were recorded for the out-
of-plane deflection and profiles were plotted for, various loads. The
deflection mode at first 'buckling wasretaihedthroughoutthe -entire
248.15
,range ·at10adingandthus no ,secondary ,'buckling occurred.
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,The"'point.s shown ,in Fig. ,9 are 'plotted as ".. /(;)' vs. e ,Ie
"'max crocr
·where 'e iis the -yield strain. ,(;) ,(the yield stre:;Js) was determined
U 0
'. by Schuman and Back as the ·stress at which the slope 'of the -stress-
strain curve-was equa1.to1/3,E. E:ohas been approximated as E/(;)o
,for the points in Fig. 9.
Plotting ,themaximum.load at e '= E: is incorrectinthat·the
·eo
'ultimate load ,is· actually. reached at a higher edge strain. 'E: approx-
o
..
•
imates the-edge strain at which 'first 'yieldingoccurs. By , the ,same
. reasoning", the -actua110adsupported :by.the plate-atE: 'E: ,is less
eo
t.hanthe-u1timate load. Thus, the'ultimate loads plotted in Fig. 9
should ,fall above the predicted elastic behavior .
.Ascanbe, seen in Fig. 9 , ,the -points fall con-siderab 1y lower
than, the 'load-shortening curves . There ,would seem to be two ,probcib 1e
reasons for this. ,First, ,the 'restraint necessary, to ,force ,the1ongi-
tudina1 edges to :remain straight is not provided by the test . jig.
Thi,s'boundary,c0ndil:ion,was included in the -theoretical investigations
. of Marguerre , ,Levj"Koiter',and.Stein. ,The absence of this restraint
would reduce the strength'0f the p1ates~
,A sec,ond~\and"pr0bab1ymore 'important reason is the inability
of the V-grooves to 'retain the . longitudinal edges in ,the 'original plane
of" the :plate. Once the plate buckles the10ngLtudina ledges begin to
,.warp with ,the' top and bottom of the plate expanding and the 'midd1e
portion ,contracting. ,The 'middle portion, while remaining:incontact
248.15
with the gnoove, will move out of the original plane of the plate.
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Had no support been provided againstout-of-planemovement of
•
. the -longitudinal edge , the plate would have buckled as a column .and
wouldhave-little-post-bucklingstrength. It canthus be expected
that even a smallout-of-plane 'movement -of the longitudinal edges
would cause a significant drop in the load carried by, the plate.
The tests of Sechler '(see Sect. 3.3) also had longitudinal
edges supported in V-grooves. The results as can be seen in Fig. 9
are very similar.
,3.3 SECHLER
In 1933:Sechler.reported the results of experiments con-
ductedon.plates of Dural ,steel, .aluminum, .and brass (18). ,The -bit
ratio .ranged from -15. to' 1415 and, the aspect -,ratio-,ranged from 2/3 to
,12 .
-Only _the,stee 1, plates are considered here . For the . test
-results plotted in Fig. 9 the -maximum bit ratio is 347.
The plates were tested in a jig which provided V-groove: sup-
portfor~llfoursides.
,As the purpose -of the-tests was to determine the ultimate
strength of the plate, _this was the only test data recorded . Neither
the shortening nor the·out-of-planedeflection was measured. No mea-
surements were taken for initial deviations from flatness ; ,however,
plates ~hich,visuallyshowed large deviations were not tested.
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..The.·10ngitudina1edges·of one 'of the brass' plates were observed
•
•
to buckle into ,five·half-waves at a load above thep1a~e'buckling.10ad.
Just before . the 'ultimate ·was reached the edges buckled intotwe 1ve' ha 1£-
·waves. .This is .not, however, .the phenomenon described as secondary
,buckling since ,the overall .wavepattern .did not change .
The points shown in Fig. 9 are plotted as (JmaxjGJcrVS .. 8,/ €cr
where'(J ,was.determining by:Sechleras the point at which the stress-
o
.As can be· seen from Fig. 9 the' results cornparewellwithSchuman
and: Back's results and are10werthan·thetheoretica1curves. The ex-
plana tionfor:the results of Schuman .and Back's tests can of course be
applied here, ,that 'is , .the V-grooves neither provide sufficient restraint
against 'out-of-p1anemovement of the longitudinal edges nor enforce
straightness of the-edges.
- - 3.4. DAVID TAYLOR MODEL BASIN
The David TaylbrMode1 Basin conducted ultimate strength 'tests
·on aluminum and steel plates. To ,date two 'reports have been issued.
The 'firstin, 1960 ,was prepared by;Duffy and Allnutt(19) and the second
. report prepared by Conley , .Becker, and· Allnutt was issued in 1963(20) .
·Three different grades ofs tee 1 wereused(HY -80 (J=lOOksi;
, 0
,STS,(Jo =100.ksi; HTS, (Jo=50 ksi).Three different grades of
. aluminum were·a1so used (6061-T6 , (Jo=40ksi;5456-H24, (Jq40ksi;.
5456-H321; (J. = 35ksi).
o
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Theb/t 'ratios of thesteel.plates varied from:32-to 144 and.
•
that of the aluminum plates varied from 48 to 144. The plates had
aspect ratios of 2.0 and 3.0. A total of III plates were tested, ,61
of which had various combinations of longitudinal and transverse welds.
(Some 'unusual residual stress patterns wereth~s created which unfor-
tunatelywerenot-determined).The points shown in 'Fig. 9 are only
. for plates without welds.
The four'edges of each plate were rounded off and given, a radius
of one 'half the '.platethickness. The transverse and longitudina ledges
were-then supported'bycirculargrooveshavinga radius matching that
.oftheplate -edges.
The ultimate load was recorded foreach·plate. No data was
taken 'for the shortening or the 'out -of -plane deflections. .Strain gages
were placed at various locations on;the-plates and the strains were
'recorded for .each.lo.ad increment. Very little oLthis data was in-
,eluded in the, reports , .however.
The experimental points Shown inFig.9areplotted.as
€
:0
0' /O'vs. -. ,The compressive yield strength was given for each
max cr' €
:cr
plate; however, .the authors did not state -how it was determined .
. . As can -be seen in Fig. ·9, ,the .-: test -results compare -favorab ly
with those 'oLSchuman .and Back and thqse of Sechler ,.Although ·the
type of support provided at the '-longitudinaledges is different-than
that described in .the ~two,previousstu.dies,.the effect is the .same .
(
\
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·,The- longitudinal edges are not'constrainedto 'remain straight and are
allowed to move -out of the . plane', of the plate . once ,the ·edge ·warps.
Because 'ofthe-failure,ofthetest,set-ups to provide -the correct
;~- ~ .
,'boundaryconditions it must ·beconcludedthat. the -tests of Schuman ,and
Back, Sechler, and the -David Taylor 'Model Bas in do 'notadequatelysimu-
late·thebehaviorof "a p~ate ·existing ,ina ·stiffenedplate paneL These
'tests canthus have little 'bearing on the 'finalchoiceoLa :load..,shortening
curve.
, , 3.5 OJALVO 'AND, HULL
Ojalvo ,and Hupconductedtests·on ,twenty-four 24,S..,T3aluminum
(13' 14)'
',plates ". !•• Theplateshad aspect 'ratios of 4.12 and 8.0, and bit
'ratios .' ofn, .91, . 138, ,and 232 •
The plates were tested ·in ajig as shown in-Fig. 4. The 'longi-
tudinal edges ex,t;endedapproximatelyl/8 in. into ,the grooves , and
accordingto.·the authors this type of support should approximate a
simple support condition•.Theoretically.the 'jig shouldnotprovide·the
restraintnecessarytokeep:the longitudinal edges straight and will
.not:inhihit ·lateralmo.vementofthe longitudinal edges . ,It wi 11,
however, ,restrain·the·longitudinaledgesfromout-of-planemovement.
The' possibility that part oLthe load might'be transferred to
,the' jig was considered by the authors . .Tominimize ,any ,frictional
restraint between .the-longitudinaledges and the-rectangular grooves,
a : lubricant (Molykotetype 'Gthinnedwithfinegrease) was applied to ,the
•
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edges ... According, to 'Oja 1vo ,in a 'letter to ,the writer, . the plate could
be 'movedquite'easily:,in ,the -longitudinal direction at~zero ,load.
, _An experimental .determinationofthe -load -transfer from the
'plate to ,the 'jig was carried out. ,Strain gages were attached to ,the
longitudinal edges inorderto.-measurethevertica1 strain. The
strain ,at the bottom of the plate was found to be approximately
equal to that at the top which ,would not be the case if some of the
load was being transferred to the-jig. The-maximum load for which
the strain was recorded was approximately twice the'buck1ing load
and half of the -ultimate -load. It ~wou1d then appear that for
this range of loading the load transfer was negligible. It was noted
by the authors, however, ,that failure -of each specimen was caused by
tearing along a longitudinal line between the loading bar "and the
groove. This would indicate a large shearing stress undoubtedly caused
by vertical restraint at the longitudinal edges. Thus it would appear
that a fairly substantial portion of the load was transferred to the
jig by thetime-the-ultimate1oad was reached.
,Initial out-of-f1atness was determined-for two of the plates.
Fora 0.025 in. thick plate (bit - 232) the 'maximum deviation was 60
percent of the -th,iekness and for a plate of thickness 0.082 in. (bit
71) themaximumdeviationwas20_percent.
The 'out-of-p1anedeflection w >vas not measured. The plates
of aspect ratio ,4.12 were-observed to buckle is to ,fohr half-waves
and the plates of aspect ratio ,8 into eightha1f-wav.es •. In some of
•
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the-tests a gradua:lchangeis the wave length was observed upon an
increase in ,the load eventually resulting in an increased number of
waves. This increase sometimes occurred with an audible snap.
,The actual load-shortening plots for the plates of aspect
-ratio 4.12 were included in Hull's thesis (13) . The curves shown
in Fig .' lOwerese lected as typica 1 'examples of the results for the
b/tratiosindicated.
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The:curveplotted for plates ofb/t -= 71 agrees fairly,well
with,Marquerre's solution. There 'was a noticeable amount of scatter
inthetest:results with a variation as much as 20 percent near the
ultimate load. ,Koiter' s equation would conservative lypredictthe
-ultimate: load for all the tests in ,this group.
'The curve selected for the plates of b/t =91 also agrees well
with-Marguerre', s solution. The-'results for the individual plates
differ by, as much as 25 percent_neartheutlimate load. ,Again~Koiter's
equation ,would conserva:tively predict:the ultimate strength of the
I5lates.
The test results for thrplates of b/t~ 138 "deviate considerably
,from -_the ,theoretical curves. The test curves converge 'towards Marguerre's
solution' near the 'ultimate' load' but -for lower -loads the-agreement' is,
very :poor. - ,Except -for one platewhich,hada very low load capacity, ,the
result-s were very consistent as the maximum ,difference near the ultimate
'load was, only ,10 percent.
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The test results fortheplateshavingablt.ratio 'of 232 differ
s pectacularlyfromthe predicted behavior . .Atthe theoretical critical
str·ainthe load varied from one-quarter to 'one-half of the theoretical
.buckling ·lo~d. The curves are nearly linear up to ,a strain of 20 E: •
:cr
•
•
At-the ultimate load the-curves approach'Koiter's equation.. The results
were ve,ryconsistent and varied only about 10 percent near the ultimate
" load.
There isno·obvious·answeras to .why·the results ,for ,the -thinner
plates· (bi t-=138 ,232) . failed·to ·agree:withthetheoretica1 .predictions.
The absence of the .restraint necessary to ,enforcestraightnes s oft:he
lbngitudinaledge and the' possible ,existence of non-parallelism of the
loading edges would cause·a reduction. in the load. It :is unlikely,
_however, .thateither is a ,significant :factorin such a large load re-
duction.Itshould be noted· that these factors would a:lsobe'present
.inthe -thick plates for which ..the .agreement with theory was good .
. Probab ly.the 'most -important factor -for the ·low . load capacity
.of the-thin plates .is -the existence .of initial .deviations· from i :flatness.·
"(12)Hu, .Lundquist, and Batdorf . . (see sect .. 2.7) analyzed plates with
initia:ldeviation -from :flatness and found the effect on the 'load-
shortening behavior to ,benegligib le. ·Thereare,. however, two major
differE;ncesinthd.s analysis and-the ,situa:tionencounteredhere.
(1) In the-plate 'for which measurements weretaken.the
'initialout-of-flatness was sixtimes-as-largeas that considered
-by :Hu, ..eta:l. This would of course -increase the ,deviation from
thepredictedfl,at .-plate behavior.
•
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(2) In the theoretical analysis the as-sumed wave length
for the initia10ut-of-flatness cwhichcausedthegreatest ~ffect
was equal tothewav€ length of the buckles of an initially flat
plate . Thus once the theoretical buckling, load had been "passed
the 'plate could be -expected to follow the ,theoretic:a1flat plate
behavior. The 'measurements takenbyOJa1vo ,and Hull showed the
. initia1devia tion .to beasing1eha lf~wavewhereasthe theoretical
buckled shape would consist >of four half-waves . For .the plate to
,develop -the flat -plate buckling ·mode it must buckle from the single
'half-wave mode tothefourha:lf-wave 'mode. Theoretically, this could
not happen untiltheactua110ad-shortening curve 'intersected the
theoretica1fla t plate curve . Assuming .theabovedescribed be-
havioris typical,-the theoretical flat plate 'behavior should give
a reasonable 'estimatebf,thebehavior of a long plate containing
initial .deviations from flatness .
The tests did bot, however, follow this pattern as the four
half-waves appeared long before ·the·experimenta1curves intersected
the ,theoretical curves .. It 'is possible that instead .of having a
.buckling phenomenon in which one mode is replaced by another , ,the
four half-wave mode was being superimposed upon the one half-wave
-mode. Thus both modes existed at the-same time. This type 'of
behavior cannot-be described by any of the present-theoretical
solutions. ,As the -load is,· increased the effect of the one half-
wave mode is probably. lessened as is indicated by the relatively
. good agreement-between .the theoretical and experimental curves near
.the -ultima te" load.
•
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Botman.and Besse1irigconducted·tests on'a1uminump1ates having
h · k . "f .1 O· 6 4 73 (21), n ,)() ,2,40 .·t ~c nesses· var~ng . rom . ,nun •. to·. nun. . . ·The pur-
•
·poseof the tests was to .approximate as closely as possible' the behaVior
of.a plate as it,existsin a stiffened plate ·paneL·lnsteadof. a stif-
fen~d panel multi-bay/panels having from one tofive'bays and supported
by. knife edges at the .stiffener . points were -tested (see Fig . 5) . The
'loadcarriedbythe plate could then be measured direct1y.which would
not :bethe ca·se if .astiffened panel .were· tested since part·. of the load
would be .c-arriedbythe·stiffeners. The knife epgeswill provide the
,same out-of-p1ane· restraint.as.wo.u1d the stiffeners . The ·tes·ts were
·des ignedtooinves.tigate the effective,widthinthee1astic.andin-
e~astic .ranges • However , ,on1Y.thetests in which ·the major portion
..ofthe 'post-buckling strength was developed in the 'e lasticrangeare
considered here .
. Careful consideration was given to ·the ·designof thetes t -set-
'up.Themostimportant.feature. was the' knife edges which were . placed
on .each side 'oLthep1ate. ·.The' knife edges were des ignedto provide
a minimum amount'of vertical frictional .restraintand·aminimum
·amountofrotationa1 restraint. _A detail of a knife>edge is shown -in
Fig. 5. A brass wire having a 2 nun radius was inserted· into a machined
slot which was filled withgraphitegrea-se.The 'wi,re ,was placed in5 nun
strips s~paratedby2mmgaps.
Two .othertypes of knife edges were used in preliminary tests
but were discarded in favor of the type described above.
.. 248.15
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"A ,small amount of play was allowed .between the 'knife 'edgesand
the-plates as-the-knife,edgeswerenot :butted up;againstthep1ate.
As in the tests conductedbyOja1voand Hull, an important un-
known factor was the amount of load being transferred to the jig. Bot-
,man·and,BesselingstoSitethat.at the higher. loads transfer of large-load.
t-othe '.knifeedges could not-be completely, prevented. No 'indication
·was given-as to ;what percentage of the tota1,loadthis might-be.
,The 10ading'edges were fitted in -small slots approximate 1y2 mm
'.indepth. The slots were filled with graphite-grease.' Strain gages
ulpedinone -of the 'preliminary ,tests -indicated thatverylitt1ehori-
z·onta1 frictional restraint ;was being ·exerted on the loading edge .
. This was thecondition.desired bytheinvestigat6:rs.
The ,shortening.:ofeach ,specimen was determined by dial gages
and the 10.adwas read directly from the testing machine . The 'wave
amplitude of the1qngitudina1centerline of the middle bay was deter-
mined for each specimen.
The --tests were -divi.dedintothree groups . The first -group
consisted .. ofpreliminary .tests conducted to investigate .the· test
set-up and to ,determine'the-numberofbays required to provide the
res.tr,a.intnecessary .to ,enforce·. straightnessofthe1ongitudina.ledges.
Because' of the -c1o:se agreement between the results. for' panels of three
. and five bays , .a three 'bay pane 1 was chosen for the .secondandthi-rd
groups of tests . The preliminary tests are.described in References
21 an.d 23.
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248 -T aluminum having a yie 1d .stress- of50_ksi (determined fr.om
aO.2 percent offset) was used for the second group of tests. Theblt
ratio 'varied ·from.5lto ,124 and e. .·/e l' varied from '0.0805 to '0.561
cr :p
.where -eplis the-strain at the proportional limit. The second group
'of tests is described in References 22an.d24.
Fat the -third group of tests- 758--T(cr -=70·ksi) and 28 -l/2H
. . a
(0' ,= -15ksi) aluminum-:was used. The'b/tratio varied from '3L 7 to
a
,122and.e/e. 1 varied :fromO.0487 to ,0.93. The-third group 'of tests
:crp ,
is described in Reference-24.
..
·The authors
.. effective width was
using the-equation
~ecrplotted the test results as b -/bvs. '-- .•, ,e e. e
de·termined . from .the recorded load-shortening
.The
data
•
.b
.:e.
_.=
b
..sL-
Ee
se
•
where·E is·thesecant -modulus.
s
.Beforeperforming the above 'calculation the authors corrected
the' load-shortening curves to ,account for .' two effects:
(l).Deviations'fromthe .flat plate behavior near the-origin
of the' load-shortening curves and, .(2) .Deviation from . the flat 'plate
behavior 'for 'loads near'thebuckling:load.
Thecfirst :effect~as'causedby,non-parallelism:ofthe 'loading
edges which produceda-non-uniform'stress distribution across the ,width
of the "plate . The second effect is normally.assumed to ,be 'caused 'by
•
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initial deviations from flatness; however, .the authors feel this is not
the case in their tests •.One-ofthe plates was strain gaged at the' center
and the membrane strain was compared to the unit shortening. The two
values agreed quite clo,se1ywhichwou1d not be the case if initial de-
viations from f1atness--'Were'causingthe reduction in the load. The
authors feel that the play allowed at the knife edges permitted the
{51ate to buckle as a column before plate buckling occurred. The unit
shortening was thus incre-ased above the value givenby-;/E.
The values used for e in the authors effective.widthp1ots
~r 2
are 'experimentally determined values-found by plotting load VS. (w/.a).
The intercept of the load axis is considered the buckling load. For
the plots inc1udedin·this report, . the effective width curves were
reconverted to' load-shortening curves . -However, the theoretical value
. of e was used to make the plots consts tent .-wi thotherdata included
cr
here.
The experimental buckling load-was normally higher than the
theoretical value and in at:leastone case was 20 percent higher. The
discrepency between the- experimenta1andtheoretica 1 values could
possibly be caused by inaccuracies in the method .ofdetermining the
experimental value. ,It-is also ,pqssib1e that the -buckling load was
. increased by rotational restraint at the longitudinal edges •
. Wave patterns" for loadsup-to-twotothreetimes the-buckling
load were included in the reports. ·Ingenera1the mode at first
buckling (five half-waves) was retained for this range of loading.
.. 248.15
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It is unfortunate that a continuous record was not made for the entire
'range 'of1oading.
Changes in the wave pattern-at loads well above-the buckling
load wer'evisually observed by the authors . For some' of the preliminary
tests, ,the'changeoccurredsuddenlyandwas accompanied'bya bang.
However, .whenthe-·s1idingpieces were used on the knife edges, a gradual
transitionto,asma1ler 'wave-length took place.
The test results for the 24S-Tand 75S-Ta1uminum-p1ates were
remarkably consistent. Theresti1ts for the 2S -1/ 2Hp1ates were fairly
-consistent-within themselves -but.d-idnot.-agree -with -the'resultsof
75S-T .and 24S-Tp1ates.Theproportionallimitfor 2S-1/2H aluminum
is locatedwei1 be1qwtheu1timatestrength, thus the major portion
of the post ...bucklingstrengthwasdeve1oped in the inelastic range .
For this reason the behavior ofthe2S-1/2Hp1ates can not:be predicted
by any of the -- theoretica 1-elasticso1utions.
The experimenta1.curves shown in Fig. 11 are tests of 75S..,T
plates. These curves can be -considered typical of all .the -tests on
-75S-T 'and 24S-Tp1ates.The 'results agree very well with Koiter's
theoretical elastic curve for the entire loading range which en-
compasses bothe1astican,dine1asticbehavior .
.The test -set-up ;ofBotmanand Besselingsatisfies -the -boundary
. condition of stiffened panels to;a greater extent than do ·the other
experiments-considered·here. Thus these-tests givethe-best-indication,
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of the behavior of a plate 'existing ;in a stiffened plate panel. -The
-consistent agreement :ofthe 'results with Koiter 's theoretica 1 curve
-54
-.gives then:strongsupporttotheuse of Koiter 's equation as a design.
formula.
3.7 STEIN
Includedin.Stein's report is a description of a single test
.conductedon .a-2024-T3aluminum-alloyplate (9) . The plate was sub-
divided byknife.edges into eleven bays each having an aspect ratio
-of 5.4 and ab/t ratio of 65.4 .
. A c'ontinuous record of the -load-shortening behavior-was kept.
Until yielding occurred the load carried by-the 'plate was greater
than that which would be predicted by any of the theoretical .elastic
solutions. The ultimate load was approximately_2.5 () .
cr
The agreement
or disagreement ofa single testwith.the theoretical solution is not
:rea llyimportant.
The.significantfact~inthistest-was theoccurence-ofsecondary
,buckling which took place '. three times after initial buckling. The
original buckled shape of the plate was five-half-waves. -Atan average
stress of 1.75 crthe _. plate buckled into six half-waves. Itlater
cr
changed to ,seven half-waves and still later buckled into an-eight half-
wave mode. Stein stated in the-report :that-the-changes occurred in a
violent manner ..At each point secondary, buckling _occurred, a drop in
the-load was recorded.
The fact that repeated secondary buckling was observed to occur
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,in ,one test ,does not, of course, prove that this behavior is character-
isticof a plate ina stiffened plate panel. ,It is important, .however,
thatthe·test-has shown that repeated secondary buckling can occur.
Since it occurred in the test on a plate, it is possible that it-might
~occurin a stiffened panel also .
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.4. C :ON C 'L:U S .I·ON S
.',;;
The' theoretical work presentedinChapter-2 was primarily.con-
cerned with the cworkofMargue,rre, ,Levy" Stein, and Koiter • The dis -
-cussion contained there 1edtoaclassificationofthe -solutions' into
two groups: (1) .Marguerre' sand Levy's solut'ions in which only the
'r-l...,
......
..
jl
.\,
first equilibrium mode is investigated and ,thus secondary ,buckling is
not considered and, (2)·Stein's.and KoUer's solutions in which se-
condarybuck1ingis c.onsidered •
.No 'conclusive -evidence has been presented , ,either' theoretical
or experimental, ,to 'prove that .repeated secondary buckling is char-
acteristicoLthe behavior of long plates. However,as a conservative
solutionis needed this in fact not : the proof required ; .rather, ,it must
be "proved that -repeated secondary buckling does not. occur in plates
.existing in a stiffened panel. .Since -this has not been accomplished
only,the.solutions of Stein and KoUer will be considered for the choice
ofa design formula. The choice -between these two solutions can, ,how- ' '
ever ,.notbe -based on theoretica1c'onsiderations as explained in Section
'2.6.
The experimental results of Botman and Besse1ing, considered by
. the wri terto .hethemos tre'ltab 1e tests covered in. this report, agree'~
"'\
"extreme1ywe 11 with KoUer 's equation. Theb!tratio ,for these tests
ranged from31.to,122. ·It -was a1sofound·thCiltKoiter's equa.tioncon-
servative1y predicts the ultimate load of.thetestsofOJa1vo ,and Hull
for plates having a lowb/t:ratio.
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,It is thus the' opinion of this writer ,that Koiter' s equation
can-be tlsedwith confidence for long plates havingab!tratio,less
than ,120 • From ,the 'tests 'oLOja1vo ,and Hull, it :appears that for
higher'h!tratios, ,initial deviations from flatness are beginning
'to have an appreciable'effectonthe ·load-shorten:i,.ng'behavior.
,As the 'primary interest 'in this report :is'in 'plates having
,ab! tratio :less then 100 , .it:is propqsedthat :Koiter I S equation
',be 'used for the 'post~buckling portion of the-effective stress-strain
'curve-of the plate •
'0 •
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·Asindicatedin the introduction, the l0ad-shortenin,gbehavior
. .' . .
wi1'lbe'~·sedas aneffect{vestress",strain curve ..forthe plate .. The
effective stress,.,straincurve-will then consist of three 'parts: (1)
•. before-the 'buckling stress , . (2) .between the buckling-stress and the
. ultimate stress, and, .(3) after the ultimate stress.
-The- first -'partof -the -curve consists- ofa straight-line- of
unit slope • The second pa'rtbetweenthebucklingstress and the
ultimate stress is defined by Koiter's equation:
0-
-=
1.2 (:e •.)
. 'cr
0.6 0 •65 (:e )0.2
·cr
+0.45 (:~) -0.2
·-cr
(37)
It .willbeassumed that -the plate ,will corttinueto ,carry. the ultimate
. load once -it '-hasbeen attained. Thus the~'thirdpart.of. the curve will
.consistofastraight:lineof .-zero ,slope. Unfortunately ,no '~xperimental
,justification for this assumption ,exists . However , .the 'ultimate "load
of the ,stiffened panel will occur before-or soon after the 'ultimate
strength of the -plate .Theass~mptionis thus not critical.
No ,attempt-has as yet been made here to .define ,the 'ultimate
load ·of .the plate . The actual 4ltimatecapacityoftheplate would
-be 'extremely difficult to compute. .Because 'of this , . the 'ultimate
averafe ,stress will be defined as -the stress at which first yielding
takes -place due - to 'membrane 'forces .A,further.-simplific-ation·wi11 be
-made in that-the strain atwhichfirstyielding;occurscan be· computed
oby .oali if a uniaxial State 'of stress existed.
'E !
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-For ·a .plate ,without residual stresses" the maximum membrane
stress would he-at the longitudinal edge ·andthus tb.e-max:i.mum,load
-59
wou1d'bedeve10ped whene.=e ,.The ,solid .lines :inFig. ,15 are
-e '0
stress-strain curves for plates of,A-36 ,steel having_bit Tatios-of 60
\
,and 100,and' having no residual stresses.
,Atypical residual stress pattern for .ap1atewith stiffeners
.attached-by welding is shown in Fig •. ,12. ,In general the compressive
residual-,-stress.(0')is quite.small as compared to ·thetensi1e re~; \ ,rc c·' ;
sidua1 stress(d)and will be-distributed across nearly the entire
. .rt
width of the plate • ,Because 'of this it will ,be, assumed that the ; plate
·willbuck1e -when 0' +0' .=& • The stress distribution ,af,terbuckling
rc ·,cr __~i/"
,'is shown -,in.Fig. ,13. The -maximum -stress no -,longer.' occurs at- the
-edge 'but Tatheratthe;edge 'ofthe 'compressiveTesidua1 stress zone,
point:A.
,The effect of residual stresses·onthe·effective plate stress-
strain curve ;i-sillustrated; in Fig. ,14. ,The solid line" represents the
.stress ..strain curve- fora plate 'without -residua 1 stresses. .A,sshown
-,by ,the dotted . line·the.stress .at which -,the-plate buckles . is reduced
by,'0' '. ,If the-maximum .stress was assumedto'occurat __ the . longitudinal
rc " . .'
e.dge, .dotted line (d) ~ would represent :the'u1timate-10adof the plate.
-However, .as the "maximum, ,atr--essis developed at :the-edge -of the com-
, ,pressive'residua1 stress zone (point-A) "dotted line . (e) acutally;
represents the ultimate load. This load': has a 'higher-value -then in the
"previous·, case.
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;AnumericaLexample "of the effect of residual stres,ses is shown
•
•
in Fig-.15by'the -dotted line. -The-plate has a -b/tratioof 60 and assumed
residual stresses ofa=a and 0' =0.1 0' '. -The stress distribution
'rt -'0 rc -0
afterbuckling.was assumed to be parabolic. As -can be .seenfrom ·the
,figure; the ultimate load has been reduced by about 10 percent .
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.6,.R 'E 'C :OM M END.AT :10 :NSF,O R 'FU TU R '.E ' RELS.E A RC H
6,.1 ,THEORETICAL WORK
The-mo,stimportant area yet ·to ,be investigated, is that of
stability ,in the post-buckled state .' Until stability ,criteria 'have been
determined. no,theoretica1-,bas-isexistsford-eterminingwhich ,solution,
.. that which 'considers secondary ,buckling or that which ,does -not, cor-
rectly,'describes the 'po~t-buckling:behavioroflong plates. Unfortunately
an investigation' of the, stability ,0L the -equilibrium will require ,a
very.precise determination of the equilibrium configurations.As·indi-
cated in '.Chapter .2 this is not easy to ,do.
,An -area which 'need.s furthurinvestigation ,'is the -effect of
. initia 1 ,deviations from flatness. ,Of specific interest is the-effect
o'fthe 'various possibleinitia1out-of-f1atness modes on.'.thebehavior
of long plates . ,In 'order that the -investigationapp1y,'to,actua1plates,
larger .deviations than :wereconsideredby Hu, ,Lundquist, ,and··Batdorf
should-be investigated.
Finite ,difference· techniques could be 'used to 'make --an-approxi-
-mate' investigationof,.both ,the problems mentioned above .
6. 2 ,::EXPERIMENTALWORK
,Very:fewadditiona1 questions can,:~be ,answer.edby more'experi-
. . .
ments unless such experiments are planned and executed in .,a, "veryex...
acting manner.
The following ;items . should be consi,dered of prime importance
248. is
inany;futuretests:
.... (l)·A.widerange io£.bft·.ratio,sshouldbe'inc1uded. ·Of
special interest is the-effect -of initial deviations on,the"behavior
. of plates 'having.a :highbft xatio.
,. (2) :The 'initial.out-of-flatness should be measured.
\
(3) . A ,complete record of •the load-shortening behavior
should be kept ·upto,and.·we U'beyond the 'ultimate load.
(4)Out-of-plane·deflections should be 'measured for the
·entire.loadingrange .
. (5) .Special attenti'onshould be given to ,the boundary
conditions ·at.the longitudinal edges •..A multi-bay test.arrangement
.appears-to'be'the only ,acceptable approach.
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.7. NOM-ENe'L ATD RE
plate' length
platewiej,th
effective·width
platerigidHy; 12(1-,;\)2)
Young's modulus
half-wave . length in.10ngitudina1 direction
: normal membrane "force per unit width in the "X direction
normal membrane force per unit length in ydirection
membrane shearing force 'perunitwidth
plate thickness
:disp1acementinthe x direction
:disp1acement~in the 'y direction
out-of-p1anedisp1acement
cartesian .coordinate· axes·
membrane "shearing :strain
~rbitraryparame~er
membrane strain inx,direction
membrane strain in y,direction
axial strain at the longitudinal edge
22
b k1 ' 'f' 1 d 1 rr..(tfb~. uc ~ng ,stra~n oa Hmp ysupporte p ate; 3'(l-\»)
'yie1d strain
Poisson's ratio
membrane stress in x .direction
membrane·stress in y,direction
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0'
-,
.0'max
'0'
·e
'0' .
cr
.0'
rc
'0'
rt
0'
'0
1"
xy
<p
\l
•
average, applied edge stress
maximumaverage'flpp lied edge ,s tres s
axial stress at 'the longitudinal edge
buckling .. stress oLasimply.· supported plat'e·' Ee
, :cr
compressive'ref?j.dual stress
·tensile.residual stress
'yield stress
:membrane shearing stress
Airy's stress function
44. 4
.·.~x4 + ··~~2.0 y:2 + .:.~ y4
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-65
•Investigators Material b/t a/b No. Support at Support at Data Recorded
of Longitudinal Transverse Ult. Load- Initial Out-of
Bays Edge Edge Load Short. Out-of Plane
Flat. Defl.
Schuman Duralumin 42- 1-6 1 V"'Groove Flat Yes No No Yes
and Back Monel Metal 1600 End
(Ref. 2) Nickel Bearing
Stainless
Steel
Sechler Dural 15- 2/3-12 1 V-Groove V-Groove Yes No No No
(Ref. 18) Steel 1415
Aluminum
Brass
David Taylor Steel 32- 2,3 1 Circular Circular Yes No No No
Model Basin Aluminum 144 Groove Groove
(Ref, . 19,20)
Ojalvo Aluminum 71- 4,8 1 Rectangular Shallow Yes Yes Yes No
and Hull 232 Groove Slot
(Ref. 13 ,14)
Botman and Aluminum 51- 4.7 1-5 Knite Edge 2nnn Deep Yes Yes No Yes
Besseling 124 Slot
(Ref. 21,22,23,24)
Stein Aluminum 65 5.4 11 Knite Edge Flat Yes Yes No No
(Ref. 9) End
Bearing
-67
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• Fig. 1 Rectangular Plate Subjected to Edge
Compression.inOne D~rection
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..
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(11)
Koiter I s Transverse rrofile for Simply Supported Plate
•Channel Sectio
Test Plate
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•
Fig. 3 . d S h d - k(2).Test J~g Use By c umanan Baa .
•
Test Plate
Guide bar
..
WF Section J
(13,14)
Fig. 4 Test Jig Used By Qjalvo and Hull •
•Brass Wire
2mm Dia.
{L.- "'---__~t
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Fig. 5 Multi-Bay Panel Used By
Batman and Besseling(2 ,22,23,24)
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Fig_ 10 Test Results of Ojalvo and Hull
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,Fig. ,12 Typical Residual
Stress Pattern
eJ
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Fig.,13 Stress Distribution
,After Buckling
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9 • AP'P .END IX
,In addition to the references listed in Chapter 10, .manyother
t'
publications pertaining to 'the subject 'matter have been studied. To
,assist 'the reader in further study, .themore significant publications
,are listed below •
.1. Yamanoto, ,M.,and.Kondo, K.
BUCKLING: AND '. FAILURE OF THIN 'RECTANGULAR 'PLATES IN
COMPRESSION, ,Tokyo 'Imperia LUniv. , ,Aeronautica1 Re-
search 'Institute, ,10, .No. ,'1, Report 'No. ,119 (1935).,
.2. Kromm, ,A. , .andMarguerre, K.
,BEHAVIOROF'APLATE~STRIP'UNDER'SHEAR::AND; COMPRESSIVE
STRESSES BEYOND THE 'BUCKLING ;LIMIT, :NACA ,TM870,
(1938) (Trans 1ation)
3. Ramber,g,W., McPherson, .A. ,E., and 'Levy, S.
,EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF 'DEFORMATION. AND 'OF 'EFFECTIVE
'WIDTH IN AXIALLY LOADED .- SHEET -STRINGER 'PANELS ,.NACA
,TN .684 (1939)
4. Levy, ,S., ,Go1denburg, .D., andZibritosky, G.
SIMPLY.SUPPORTEDLONGRE;CTANGULAR·'PLATEUNDER .COMBINED
. : AXIAL· LOAD 'AND, NORMAL PRESSURE , NACATN949,. (Oct •. 1944)
5. Cox, H.L.
THE 'BUCKLING ;OFA FLAT ,'RECTANGULAR:PLATE.UNDERAXIAL
COMPRESSION AND ITS· BEHAVIOR 'AFTER' BUCKLING,. Aeronautica 1
ResearchC~mmittee' (Great 'Britian) ,III, ,No. 2041, . (1945)
. 6. Cox, H. L •
.THE' BUCKLING :,OF'A:F!.AT;RECTANGULAR :'PLATE'UNDER.AXIAL
COMPRESSION ,:AND .ITS BEHAVIOR AFTER' BUCKLING, .II -CONDITIONS
FOR :.PERMANENT -BUCKLES, ,AeronauticaLResearch:Committee
(Great Britain):III , ,No •. 2175, .(1945)
7 • Hemp, ,W. S.
THE THEORY OF 'FLAT PANELS BUCKLED IN GOMPRESSION ,,~ero­
nautical 'Research Committee '(GreatBritain), ,III, No.
217S, (1945)
8. Hoff, N. J., Bo1eY,B. ,A., ,andCoan, ,J.M.
THE DEVELOPMENT 'OF'A,TECHNI QUE .FOR ',TESTING :STIFF:PANELS
IN EDGEWISE COMPRESSION , ,Proceedings' of the Society For
Experimenta1.StressAna1ysis, ,No. II (1948)
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9. Bij1aard,P.P•
.DETERMINATION OF THE EFFECTIVE WIDTH OF PLATE WITH
... SMALL DEVIATIONS FROM ,FLATNESS' BY THE METHOD OF····SPLIT
'RIGIDITIES', Froc. 1st United ,States Congress of .Applied
Mechanics ,p.357-362, .. (1951)
,10. ··Coan,. J.M.
··LARGE-DEFLECT'IONTHEORY'FOR PLATES WITH: SMALL INITIAL
CURVATURE 'LOADED IN EDGE COMPRESSION , .Journa 1 of Applied
. Mechanics, 18, No.2, ,(1951)
11. '.Argyris,.J. H., and. Dunne, P.C.
,STRUCTURAL PRINCIPLES AND :DATAH,ANDBOOKOF "AERONAUTICS,
.No. ,l,(PartII, Structural ,Ana: lysis , ,Fourth 'Edition) ,
,Pitman Pub li'shingCorporation, New York, 1952
12. . Bleich ,F.
'BUCKLING· :STRENGTHOF~METAL.STRUCTURES, ,po ·459 ,McGraw-
Hill Book Company , .NewYor, .. 1952
. 13. Mayers,J ., and Budiansky, B•
.ANALYSIS'AND"BEHAVIOR 'OF 'SIMPLY:· SUPPORTED FLAT 'PLATES
. COMPRESSED BEYOND THE 'BUCKLING :LOADINTO 'THE 'PLASTIC
RANGE, ,NACA-TN 3368, ,(1955)
. 14•.A1ecseev, ,S. A•
. POST CRITICAL WORK OF 'FLEXIBLE 'ELASTIC :PLATES , . Prik.
Mat. Mekh. ,(Applied Mathematics and-Mechanics), ,20, p •
.673, ' (1956)
15. .Gerard, ,G.
,HANDB:OOKOF'STRUCTURALSTABILITY, ,.PART'IV ,- ,FAILURE OF
·'PLATES:AND; GOMPOSITEELEMENTS, ,NACATN';) 784 .. ( 195 7)
16 • Masur "E.F •
.ON THE ANALYSIS OF 'BUCKLED PLATES, ,Froc. ·3rdUnited
: States Congress oLApplied'Mechanic.s ,po -411, (1958)
1T•• Timoshenko, ,S. P., ,and Gere, ,J. M•
.THEORY OF 'ELASTIC :STABILITY ,p.,4ll-418, 2nd Ed.,
McGraw-Hill'BookCompanY,Inc. ,New York, ,1961
18.Yamaki, ,N. '. .
", EXPERIMENTS· :ONTHE .POST-BUCKLING :BEHAVIOR .·OF 'S.Ql]ARE
PLATES LOADED ·IN ;EDGECOMPRESSION ,.Trans ...ASME, ,Series'E,
,83 (June, ,1961)
19. ..Jombock" J. R. ,andC1ark, .J. ,W.
POST-BUCKLING BEHAVIOR :OF'FLAT 'PALTES, Trans. ASCE,
,127 (II) p. ,227 (1962)
•
(
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1. Bryan, G. H.
ON THE STABILITY OF 'A ,PLANE' PLATE UNDERTHRUST 'IN ITS OWN
PLANE, Proc. London Mathemat{c-al Society ,,22, p.54, (1890) ,.
2 •. Schuman, .L., and Back, G.
,STRENGTH OF 'RECTANUGLAR.FLAT 'PLATES UNDER EDGE COMPRESSION ,
· 16th Annual Report 'NACA,No. ,356(1930)
. 3. Schnade 1, G.
EXCEEDING THE BUCKLING LIMIT 'IN THIN PLATES , ,David Taylor
'Model Basin, No. 64, ,(1949), . (Translation)"
4. von Karman, .T., ,Sechler, .E. ,E., and Donne1,L.H.
· THE STRENGTH OF .' THIN PLATES IN·.COMPRESS ION, Trans. ASME, 54-,
(2) (January, 1932)
5. .Marguerre, . K.
· THE,APPMENTWIDTHOF PLATE IN COMPRESSION ,NACA TM833,
(1937) (Trans1ati,on)
.6. Lahde"R., and, Wagner, H.
·EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF 'THE 'EFFECTIVE 'WIDTH OF 'BUCKLED SHEETS,
· NACA TM 814 (1936) (Translation)
7. vander Neut"A.
POST-BUCKLING :BEHAVIOR 'OF.'STRUCTURES, ,N.A.T.'O. ,Advisory .Group
.for Aeronautical Research and Development , No., 60. (1956)
8. Levy, ,So ,
·BENDING :OF 'RECTANGULAR 'PLATES. WITH LARGE .'DEFLECTIONS ,28th
Annual Report'NACA, No. 737, " (1942)
.9. .Stein,M.
,LOADS ' 'AND DEFORMATIONS OF BUCKLED RECTANGULAR PLATES ,NASATR
'R-40'(1959)
.. 10 •. ,Stein,M.
THE PHENOMENON OF 'CHANGE '.INBUCKLE PATTERN .INELASTIC :STRUCTURES,
NASA TRR-39 (1959)
'11.· Koiter, ,W. ,T.
THE EFFECTIVE WIDTH OF FLAT PLATES FOR 'VARIOUS LONGITUDINAL
· EDGE 'CONDITIONS, AT 'LOADS FAR BEYOND B,UCKLING 'LOAD , National
Luchtvaart1aboratorium.(Netherlands'), Rep. ,S287 (1943), (In
Dutch)
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,12. Hu, P. ,C. ,Lunclguist, ,E. E., ,and Batdorf, ,S.B.
EFFECT 'OF "SMALL DEVIATIONS FROMFLATNESSONEFFECTIVE~WIDTH
AND BUCKLING :OF'PLATES, IN COMPRESSION , ,NACA TN 1124 (1946)
"13. Hu11, F. H.
,L(;)AD-SHORTENING :CHARACTERISTICS OF 'THIN PLATES IN COMPRESSION ,
M.S. ,Thesis, ,Princeton,Univ. ,(1957)
-14. ,Oja 1vo, ,M. , ,and Hull ,F. H.
, EFFECTIVE 'WIDTH OF THIN RECTANGULAR ' PLATES, ,Proc • "ASCE , ,84
,(EM-3) ," Paper 1718, (July 1958)
15. Cox,H.L.
THEBUCKiLING:OFTHINPI.,ATES IN COMPRESSION, "Aeronautical Research
Committee (Great -Britian), ,II, ,No. ,1554, (1933)
16. Bengston"H.W.
,SHIP 'PLATING :UNDER COMPRESSIONAND'HYDROSTATIC:PRESSURE, The
-' Society of Naval ,Architects and <Marine"Engineers, ,Trans. , .47,
, (1939)
17. ,Boley, ,S.
A PROCEDUREFOR'THEAPPROXIMATE~ANALYSISOF '-BUCKLE]) PJ.A.'I'ES,
Journal, of the, Aeronautical 'Science, ,22, ,p.', 337 (~y '1955)
,Sech1er,- , E. ,E.
,THEULTTMATE 'STRENGTH OF THIN FLAT 'PLATES" IN COMPRESSION,
Guggenheim ,Aeronautics -Lahoratory, ,California Institute 'of
Technology, Pub' •. No. 27 (1933)
-Duffy, D. ,J. , ,and Allnutt ,R. B.
-BUCKLING :,AND 'ULTIMATESTRENGrHOF' PLATING ,LOADED'IN'EDGE
:COMPRESSION, ,PROGRESS REPORT '1-6061-T6 ,Aluminunt:,P1ates,
. David Taylor Model Basin? ,No. ,1419, ,(1960) .{,
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,
,19.
-Conley, W. F., ,Becker, .L.A. ,and A11nut,R. B.
BUCKLING 'AND ULTIMATE :STRENGTH ,OF 'PLATING "LOADED IN EDGE, ,
COMPRESSION , PROGRESS REPORT, '2-Unstiffened Panels, ,David
TaylorModelBasin,No. ,1682, (1963)'
21. Besse1ing, ,J. ,F.
THE 'EXPERIMENT~L DETERMINATIONOFTHEEFFECTI'VE'WIDTH,OF~FLAT
PI.,ATES IN: THE ELASTIC·:ANDPLASTIC :RANGE ,:NationaalLuchtvaart-
1aboratorium,(Netherlands) ,Rep. ,S414 (1953) , ,'(In~Outch) "
,Botman, ,M.
,THE ,'EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE 'EFFECTIVE 'WIDTH OF 'FLAT
'PLATES .,INTHE :EiASTIC :AND PLASTIC :RANGE (Part II) , ,Nationaa1
Luchtvaartlaboratorium(Netherlancls),Rep. ,S438,(1954) (In
<Dutch)
.~
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23. Botman, .M. , and Besse1ing ,J. F.
THE EFFECTIVE WIDTH IN THE 'PLASTIC 'RANGE OF FLAT PLATES UNDER
COMPRESSION, .Nationaa1Luchtvaart1a:boratorium(Nether1andS),
Rep. S445 (1954).
)
~J
G.,'\Bo.tman, .M.
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COMPRESSION (Part III), Nationaa1 Luchtvaart1aboratorium
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